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Question 1  Definitions.  For each of the following terms, please provide (1) clear, precise definitions,

and (2) a good example. .

Cognitive bias

Errors in judgment caused by the way people’s minds process information.  Individuals create their
own “subjective social reality” from their perception of the input.  Thus, cognitive biases may
sometimes lead to perceptual distortion, inaccurate judgment, illogical interpretation, or what is
broadly called irrationality.

Examples:  information-processing shortcuts (heuristics), mental noise, the mind's limited
information processing

Predisposition bias

Errors in judgment caused by preferences, attitudes or emotions that prevent objective analysis. 
Example: letting personal relationships guide business deals instead of objective factual
information.

Cost driver

Some input or activity that causes changes in total cost for a cost object.  For airlines, the number
of passengers drives food/beverage costs.  The number of flights drives fuel consumption and
staffing.

Question 2 Traditional income statement.  Compute income statement amounts:

Sales rev 4,873 Beg FG 211 Beg WIP 97 Beg Mat 48
! CGS   !1,732 + CGM 1,732 + DM used 461 + Mat Purchases 485
GM 3,141 ! End FG   !214 + DL 729 ! End Mat   ! 72
! Selling   !824 CGS 1,732 + MOH 560 DM used 461
! Admin     !542 ! End WIP   !112
Op inc 1,775 CGM 1,735

Customer service 187 Dep, VP off furn 11 Factory custodial 47
Security, FG warehouse 43 CEO salary 310 Maintenance, fac equp 211
Sales manager   75 HQ depreciation    78 Factory security 33
Labor, sales force 411 CFO   143 Factory supervisors 153
Distribution transport   108 Total 542 Depreciation, fac bldg.   116
Total 824 Total 560



Question 3  Projecting income statements at different activity levels. 

4,000 units 10,000 units 15,000 units 23,000 units

Sales revenue 126,000 315,000 472,500 724,500

Expense A 68,000 80,000 90,000 106,000

Expense B 52,000 52,000 52,000 52,000

Expense C 34,000 70,000 100,000 148,000

Expense D    32,000  80,000  120,000  184,000

Operating profit (60,000) 33,000 110,500 234,500

(1) Fill in the above blanks.
(2) In part of the space below, prepare a contribution margin income statement for the results at

15,000 units.

Sales revenue 472,500
Variable costs
  A 30,000
  B 0
  C 90,000
  D  120,000  240,000
Cont Margin 232,500
Fixed costs
  A 60,000
  B 52,000
  C 10,000
  D            0    122,000
Inc 110,500

Question 4  Cost behavior.  Indicate whether each cost is fixed (F), variable (V), or mixed (M)? 

   12 units      15 units      22 units   

   F   Cost A $195.00 total $13.00 per unit $195.00 total

   M   Cost B $96.00 total $6.80 per unit $126.00 total

   V   Cost C $7.00 per unit $105.00 total $154.00 total

   F   Cost D $10.00 per unit $8.00 per unit $5.4545 per unit

   M   Cost E $17.00 per unit $14.60 per unit $254.00 total



Question 5  Graphing cost patterns.  The Y-axis (vertical) represents total costs, the X-axis
(horizontal) represents activity levels.

A. Variable costs are $4 per unit for the first 20,000 units, $6 per unit thereafter.  Fixed costs
are $5,000 initially, with an additional $15,000 after the 20,000th unit.

B. Costs are $25,000 initially, with a variable cost of $5 per unit only after the 30,000th unit.

Question 6  Cost estimation with uncertainty.  The Rosio Company estimates costs with the total

cost equation:
Total costs = $29,326 + $41.56*X

with a standard deviation (standard error of the estimate) of $3,873.20.  The Rosio company assumes
that the variation of actual costs is normally distributed, and that use of standard Z tables is appropriate.

1. What is the mean (average) estimated cost if production this month is expected to be 2,000 units. 
What is the 95% confidence interval for this estimated amount.

Mean estimated total cost @ 2,000 units = $29,326 + $41.56*2,000
= $29,326 + $83,120

= 112,446

95% confidence interval around 112,446 =
112,446 – 1.96*3,873.20 ø 112,446 + 1.96*3,873.20

112,446 – 7,591 ø 112,446 + 7,591
104,855 ø 120,037

2. At 2,500 units, what is the probability that total costs will exceed $140,000.

Z = [140,000 – (29,326 + 41.56*2,500)] / 3,873.20
Z = [140,000 – (29,326 + 103,900)] / 3,873.20

Z = [140,000 – 133,226] / 3,873.20
Z = 6,774 / 3,873.20 = 1.7489, or 1.75

p(Z=1.75) = 1 – 0.9599 = 0.401



Question 7  Basic CVP analysis using CM/unit.  It projects the following revenue and costs for
production and sales: 

Sales price $21 per unit
Variable cost $13 per unit
Fixed cost $170,976 total

(1) What is the break even point in units for Scott's super widgets? Prepare a contribution margin
income statement to prove your answer.

(21 – 13) * X – 170,976 = 0
X = 170,976 / 8 = 21,372 units

Sales revenue 448,812 21,372 * 21
Variable   – 277,836 21,372 * 13
Contribution margin 170,976 
Fixed   – 170,976 
π 0 

(2) How many units in total are needed to generate a before tax profit of 20% of sales?  Prepare a
contribution margin income statement to prove your answer.

8 * X – 170,976 = (0.2*21)*X
(8 – 4.2) * X = 170,976

X = 170,976 / 3.8 = 44,994 units

Sales revenue 944,874 44,994 * 21
Variable   – 584,922 44,994 * 13
Contribution margin 359,952 
Fixed   – 170,976 
π 188,976 944,874*0.2 = 188,975 

(3) What is the change in profit going from 8,000 units to 12,200 units?

∆X*cm = ∆π
4,200 * 8= 33,600 = ∆π



Question 8  Changing revenue and profit.  The Ethan Company predicts a pre-tax loss of $40,000 at
sales revenue of $500,000, and a pre-tax gain of $50,000 at sales of $800,000.

What is the contribution margin %  (also known as the contribution margin ratio)?  What is the amount
of fixed costs?

∆Rev*cm% = ∆π
(800,000 – 500,000)*cm% = 50,000 – (–40,000)

300,000*cm% = 90,000
cm% = 0.30

Rev*cm% – F = π
800,000*0.3 – F = 50,000

240,000 – 50,000 = 190,000 = F

Question 9   CVP analysis with changing cost structures and cm%.
 h Initial investment in fixed cost is $500,000.

h For the range of revenue from $1 to $600,000, the cost structure for units produced and sold
is expected to be 40% variable. 

h For the revenue range above $600,000, the cost structure for units produced and sold is
expected to be 35% variable 

Compute the projected break even point for the Jones Company.  Prepare a contribution margin income
statement to prove your answer.

CM needed = 500,000

CM from first 600,000 revenue = (1 ! 0.4)*600,000 = 360,000

CM still needed = 140,000 = 500,000 ! 360,000

revenue needed to generate 140,000 of cm = 140,000 / (1 !0.35) = $215,385

Total needed = $815,385 = 600,000 + 215,385

Sales revenue 815,385 
Variable   – 315,385 600,000*.4 + 215,385*.35
Contribution margin 500,000 
Fixed   – 500,000 
π 0 



Question 10  Where A, B & C are best.  Yidgets can be sold for $25 per unit. 

Process A:  variable costs of $17 per unit and fixed costs of $160,000.
Process B:  variable costs of $19 per unit and fixed costs of $45,000.
Process C:  variable costs of $13 per unit and $300,000 fixed costs.

Cesar’s relevant range is from 1 to 250,000 units

1. What is the indifference or cross over point between A & B?  Is A or B preferred below this point? 
At the indifference point, what is the amount of profit for A?  For B?

[A] (25 – 17) *X – 160,000 = [B] (25 – 19) * X – 45,000
X = 115,000 / 2 = 57,500 units

B < 57,500 < A

8*57,500 – 160,000 = 300,000 = A & B income

2. What is the indifference or cross over point between A & C?  Is A or C preferred below this point?

[A] (25 – 17) *X – 160,000 = [C] (25 – 13) *X – 300,000
X = 140,000 / 4 = 35,000 units

A < 35,000 < C

3. What is the indifference or cross over point between B & C?  Is B or C preferred below this point?
[B] (25 – 19) * X – 45,000 = [C] (25 – 13) *X – 300,000

X = 255,000 / 6 = 42,500 units

B < 42,500 < C

4. Which process is most profitable at various parts of the relevant range?

B < 35,000 < B < 42,500 < C  < 57,500 < C
B < 42,500 < C


